[Electroencephalographic profile and dynamics of individual changes in the EEG of paranoid schizophrenics during treatment with aminazine (clinico-electroencephalographic correlation)].
The authors analyze the changes of the frequency and amplitude characteristics of EEGs in schizophrenic patients treated with aminazin. Under study there were changes characterizing the so-called EEG profile of aminazin, as well as changes reflecting individual reconstitution of the EEG in each patient. The changes related to the aminazin EEG profile, as well as the individual changes of the EEGs were found to be associated with the treatment efficacy ad the form of the schizophrenia course. The character of this association suggests that the EEG profile reflects the reactivity of the brain to the aminazin application, whereas the individual EEG changes are associated with the time course of the psychopathological manifestations in the patients treated.